Samsung Superskills is Back- “The Real Test Of Cricket”
New Delhi, India
We all know the World Cup is won by the team that has the best all-round game - the team that can turn a match with the
stolen single or the saved boundary. And we all marvel at the fielding of Kaif or Younis, the strength of Powell or Klusener, the
guile of a Prince or Sangakkara, the accuracy of a Dravid or Pollock.
-

Who's the world's most accurate bowler?
Which batsman hits the ball the furthest?
Who's the best fielder?
Who's the fastest runner between the wickets?
Who places the ball most precisely?

Samsung Superskills finally answers these questions in a series of programme
that pitch the world's finest cricketers fight out for individual and team supremacy.
At a press conference held at Hotel Vasant Continental, New Delhi, Mr. Ravinder Zutshi, Deputy Managing Director, Samsung
India Electronics Pvt. Ltd., said " Samsung has always been at the forefront of innovation. The unique and innovative format of
this Programme as well as its rich content are the compelling reasons for our association with this Programme. And we are
confident that Samsung Superskills, will be able to build on its last year' success and will generate a huge interest amongst the
growing number of cricket lovers in the country.”

Samsung Superskills, a unique cricket skills world tournament telecast over 13 weekly episodes on Star Sports starting 4th
October, 2005 at 2030 every Tuesday.
Sanjay Kailash, Vice President - Ad Sales & Business Development, ESPN Software India Pvt. Ltd. said, "We provide
wholesome sports entertainment viewers by showcasing various live and non-live programming on our two channels. Samsung
Super Skills will add to our existing bouquet of interesting and innovative non-live programmes. With some of the biggest
cricket stars participating in the contest, the programme is well poised to make interesting and engaging television-viewing for
millions of ESPN STAR Sports viewers who catch the excitement each week primetime“.
The tournament will see the players of the caliber of Younis Khan, Lance Klusener, Shaun Pollock, Rahul David, Mohd. Kaif,
Ricardo Powell, Salman Butt and many more facing each other head-to-head in team and individual competition.
The Format
Samsung Superskills 2005 brings to the viewers a more exciting format. This year number of teams have been from 6 to 5 and
from 4 players per team to 3. As compared to last year, the episodes have been cut in a match format i.e. Episode 1 sees India
v/s South Africa, episode 2 again has one team playing the other. This was done to make the format interesting from the
viewer's perspective and have a winner at the end of every episode.

There would be 5 teams battling to be the Champion at Samsung Superskills winning not the just the title but also an
International holiday by Qatar Airlines.
The 5 Teams are:
- India
- Pakistan
- South Africa
- Sri Lanka
- West Indies
As Bob Woolmer one of the persons behind the creation of this concept said: "Every skill is as challenging and interesting as the
other one which will test the skills of some of the best players in every sphere of a cricket It was not easy planning and
conceptualizing something as innovative and unique as Samsung Superskills".
“With vagaries of pitch, weather, opposition, there is no truly international benchmark that provides players the opportunity to
perform on a level playing field, and we hope Samsung Superskills as last year, has once again given a platform where the best
of the best prove their mettle" says Navroze Dhondy, Quintus India.
According to Mr. Zutshi , "Viewers can be assured of an hard fought battle by the best in the world in an exciting and innovative
world cricket tournament. We expect Samsung Superskills to enthrall viewers.“

" The programme has received tremendous support from associates on the ground as well as in the media. "We are delighted
that a number top brands have associated with the Event. The co-sponsors of the programme are ICI and Oriental Bank of
Commerce. The Official health drink is Boost and the official airline Qatar Airways. Luminous, Hutch, Jaypee Hotels,
Exchange4Media, Hindustan Times & BDM have all contributed to making Samsung Superskills an even bigger event and TV
Programme this year." Said Navroze Dhondy
‘With lot of cricket happening around the world, we thought why cant we have a different platform for the cricket lovers and
came out with an idea of Super skills which became a big hit in India and other cricket playing countries supported by Samsung.
Last month I was talking to few Australians in Sri Lanka during Triangular series and they said that they had a good time
watching Samsung Superskills." says Hansvir Singh, Quintus India.
Programme promotion:
The programme is further bolstered by an interactive quiz that is actively promoted on air, in the Hindustan Times as well by
SMS on Hutch, allowing readers and viewers to win a wide range of prizes every week.
Schedule:
Starts October 4th 2005, 8.30 pm on Star Sports. Followed every Tuesday 8.30 pm.
Each programme repeated on both channels ESPN and Star Sports.

About Samsung India
Samsung India is the Regional Head quarters for Samsung operations in South West Asia, and is a leading provider of high tech
information technology, telecom, consumer electronics and home appliance products in the country. Samsung Electronics Co.
Ltd, the parent Company of Samsung India is the global leader in semi conductors, telecommunications, digital media and
digital convergence technologies with 2004 parent company sales of USD 55.2 billion and net income of USD 10.3 billion.
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